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GEAR & GADGETS
You Son
Of a
Niche

SLIM GYMS
From left: ICAROS and
MIRROR offer techy new
takes on home machines.

21 examples of
Netflix’s weirdly
specific genre
suggestions

Workout
From
Home

1. Critically-acclaimed
Mad-Scientist Movies
2. Mind-bending Japanese Crime Dramas
3. Biographical Dramas
for Hopeless Romantics
4. Steamy GermanLanguage Movies
5. Cerebral Biographical Fight-the-System
Movies
6. Dark Tearjerkers
7. Stunts and General
Mayhem
8. Inspiring Animal
Tales
9. Raunchy Political
Movies
10. Ominous Wilderness-survival Movies
11. Feel-good Education
& Guidance Movies
Starring Muppets 

5 totalbody exercise
machines that put treadmills
to shame and will make gym
rats want to sweatily cocoon
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Technogym SKILLBIKE Sorry, Peloton—
this new stationary
bike is the only one with
real gear shifting to make
you feel like you’re riding
trails. Capable of simulating hills from -3% grade up
to 15%, the bike forces you
to shift as its resistance
changes and neatly tracks
your power and RPMs on a
7-inch LCD console, along
with speed, heart rate and
distance pedaled. “Hill
climbing can be a great
way to build strength,”
said Jacque Crockford, exercise physiology content
manager at the American
Council of Exercise. “When
combined with the mental
challenge of truly shifting
gears, it may also help to
build confidence and
speed.” Sync SKILLBIKE to
your Strava or Garmin accounts, and you can ride
routes mapped by cyclists
throughout the real world.
$4,790, technogym.com

MIRROR What looks like
a fancy mirror is actually an interactive home
gym craftily hidden within
an LCD screen and controlled via iOS app. For $39
a month it can stream live
and on-demand classes with
Mirror trainers in boxing,
HIIT, yoga and more. A
built-in camera allows trainers to see you and shout
real time feedback, and in
early 2019 you’ll be able to
access one-on-one coaching
outside of classes. Meanwhile, trainers can help you
hit a target-heart-rate zone
by analyzing health data
you sync from your Apple
Watch via Bluetooth. “Target-heart-rate training is
great as a motivator and
way to gauge progress,
whether it’s for fat burning
or endurance,” said Steve
Uria, trainer of pro athletes
and owner of New York’s
Switch Playground. “Mirror
does that really well.”
$1,495, mirror.co
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Hydrow Rowing uses
roughly 86% of the
body’s muscles, compared with 44% for biking
or running, making it one
of the most efficient cardio workouts. “When using
your upper and lower
body simultaneously, you
burn way more calories,”
said Mr. Uria. With fluid
lines that would look as
good on the water as in a
living room, the sleek Hydrow lets you train alongside Olympic champions
via its touch screen monitor as they row live on the
water. For $38 a month,
you can access workouts
from 5 to 60 minutes
across four intensity levels. And instead of a noisy
fan wheel or chain, its
computer-controlled resistance tech automatically
adjusts 100 times a second
to help you glide through
a workout, making it wellsuited for at-home use.
$2,199; hydrow.com
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ICAROS Home
Launched in August,
ICAROS looks like
something you’d find in a
NASA lab, not a home
gym. The company calls it
“active VR”—donning a VR
headset, you lay down in
plank position, grab its
two handles and then fly,
ski, swim or drive through
virtual worlds by controlling the gyroscopic machine with your body (as it
moves, you engage major
muscles—with a focus on
your core and upper
body—and test your reflexes and coordination).
“Engaging core muscles
and promoting balance is
an important aspect of
well-rounded fitness, while
gamifying a workout keeps
you engaged,” said Ms.
Crockford. The machine
works with VR headsets
like the HTC Vive, Oculus
Go and Samsung Gear VR,
as well as Samsung Tablets. $2,800, icaros.com
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Bowflex HVT The
HVT stands for “hybrid velocity training”—in other words, combining short bursts of
cardio and total-body
strength training for an intense workout that burns
fat and builds muscle in
20 minutes. The HVT
comes with three preprogrammed workout modes
as well as Bluetooth technology, to let you sync additional workouts from a
smartphone app and track
your progress and stats.
“With varying resistance,
tempo and directional settings, this machine may
help to improve your
strength, power and endurance when used consistently,” said Ms. Crockford.
It isn’t small or particularly sleek, but it allows
you to dream up an unusual number of exercise
programs. $1,799, bowflex.com
—Ashley Mateo

12. Vampire Movies
starring Peter Cushing
13. Argentinian Dramas Featuring a
Strong Female Lead
14. Romantic Supernatural Comedies
15. Filipino Sci-Fi &
Fantasy Movies
16. Biographical Documentaries about Horses
17. Girl Power Musicals
18. Kung Fu Comedies
19. Scary Italian Crime
Movies from the 1970s
20. Suspenseful Movies/TV for ages 8 to 10
21. Bellydancing

Video Gaming the System

Rules of
Engagement

6 reasons your mom was wrong when she
told you to put down the controller and study
1. $25.5 Million “Dota 2”
2018 tournament prize pool,
according to game publisher
Valve—considered the largest
of any esports event to date.

1. ”Players are asked to
collect Bomb and Shrapnel
splinters to save these
causing damage to the
mowing machines.”

2. $4.1 Million Estimated
career prize-pool earnings
for “Dota 2” pro Kuro
“KuroKy” Takhasomi, according to esportsearnings.com.

5. “A ball moved by enemy
action may be replaced, or
if lost or destroyed, a ball
may be dropped not
nearer the hole without
penalty.”

2. “In competitions, during
gunfire, or while bombs are
falling, players may take
cover without penalty for
ceasing play.”

3. $3.5 Million Total in performance-based bonuses

6. “A ball lying in a crater
may be lifted and dropped
not nearer the hole, preserving the line to the hole
without penalty.”

3. “The positions of known
delayed-action bombs are
marked by red flags placed
at reasonably, but not
guaranteed safe distance.”

3. $1 Million Team bonus
earned by London Spitfire
for winning the Overwatch
League’s grand finals in July.

Teams square-off at a ‘League of Legends’ match in Paris.

4. $583,400 Total earnings
of the six esports athletes
on Knicks Gaming, champions of the NBA 2K League’s
inaugural 2018 season.

5. $500,000 Average
monthly livestreaming earnings for Tyler “Ninja” Blevins,
first pro gamer to be on the
cover of ESPN magazine.

6. $330,000 Average annual
salary for a player on a team
in Riot Games’ League of
Legends North American
league. —Sarah E. Needleman

1. Smart Fork $70, hapi.com
2. Smart Umbrella From $59,
weathermanumbrella.com
3. Smart Candle From $98,
lumoscandle.com
4. Smart Mug $80, ember.com
5. Smart Wine Decanter
$499, wineethusiast.com
6. Smart Canine $2,900,
sony.com
7. Smart Saltshaker $199,
mysmalt.com

8. Smart Dog Collar $230,
jagger-lewis.com
9. Smart Water Bottle $55,
hidratespark.com
10. Smart Flip-Flops $110,
harimari.com
11. Smart Belt $172, belty.paris
12. Smart Trash Can $199,
brunosmartcan.com
13. Smart Dental Floss $30,
smilepronto.com
—Rachel Jacoby Zoldan

Power
Surge

7. ”A player whose stroke
is affected by the simultaneous explosion of a bomb
may play another ball from
the same place. Penalty,
one stroke.”

4. “Shrapnel and/or bomb
splinters on the Fairways,
or in Bunkers within a club’s
length of a ball may be
moved without penalty, and
no penalty shall be incurred
if a ball is thereby caused
to move accidentally.”

awarded during the 2018
season of Activision Blizzard
Inc.’s Overwatch League.

13 things you
thought you’d
never have to
charge

—Source: The Richmond
Golf Club, Surrey, U.K.

Razoring the Stakes
7 slogans marketers used to sell men an ever-escalating number of blades

1

‘Get stroked in the morning.’ Bic’s disposable onebladers: less smooth than
its double entendres.

2

‘One blade better than
whatever you’re using
now.’ Gillette ups the
ante with 1971’s Trac II.

3

‘You take one stroke, it
takes three.’ Gillette’s innovative Mach 3 launches
the late-90s blade wars.
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5

6

‘The power of 4.’ Three
blades seemed enough.
Schick had other plans
with its 2003 Quattro.

‘Free your skin.’ Schick
continued innovating in
2010 with the Hydro 5
and its “flip trimmer.”

‘The Final Frontier.’
Dollar Shave Club’s sixbladed Executive nicks
puny drugstore brands.

7

‘Close has never been
closer.’ More blades? The
Dorco Pace 7 is the most
money can buy. For now.

ALAMY (MUPPETS); GETTY IMAGES (VIDEO GAME MATCH); F. MARTIN RAMIN/THE WALL STREET JOURNAL (RAZORS); UMBRELLA AND HELMET ILLUSTRATIONS BY MIKEY BURTON

7 gentlemanly
guidelines for playing
golf in war-torn
England in 1940

